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Faculty Reduction Recommendations 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Pursuant to the Board's mandate of April 7, 1992, President Coleman convened a 
Steering Committee comprised of the members of the Faculty Personne l Committee 
and the Faculty Personnel Review Committee, the Academic Deans, and the Vice 
President of Finance to recommend a College-wide reduction in the s i ze of the 
Faculty. In our initi al meetings, the inherent tension between t he charges of 
the two personnel committees - the FPC is obliged to give primacy to the 
concerns about the institution, while FPRC upholds the rights of individual 
faculty members interacting with in stitutional authority - resolved itself in 
our compliance with the accompanying genera l guidelines for retrenchment at 
Bennington College. Their basic configuration represents an ama l gamation of 
AAUP guidelines with more specific and idiosyncratic reflections of the 
College's reality. We agreed to maintain a dynamic sense of the po ints at 
which FPRC might withdr aw from the deliberations in order to mainta in its 
impartiality for a subsequent grievance procedure: whenever Steeri ng Committee 
discussions moved toward matters upon which an individual grievance might be 
based, FPRC would sound an al ert by offering to remove itself. 
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The Steering Committee quickly realized that the tension between institutional 
and individual values and rights was precisely the dilemma of our mandated 
responsibility: assigning faculty cuts which did the least harm to the 
College ' s educational integrity, whil e maintaining the academic and 
contractual rights of individual faculty members. We recognized the ext reme 
difficulty of discussing the College ' s curriculum without raising i ss ues 
pertaining to individual faculty performance. From the same tens ion between 
institution and individual arose th e principle of convergence which guided the 
Committee's work and deliberations throughout the process. Stated simply, we 
sought out - and, at times, sought to create - faculty positions wh ere limited 
curricular harm coincided with "n atural attrition" and existing vacancies. 

The process of establishing eight such convergences was by no means simple. 
During the first weeks after the Board ' s mandate, the Steering Committee met 
with various College -wide const i tuencies - the Faculty, Academic Council, 
SEPC, i ndividuals - to elicit both formal and informal guidance for the 
establishment of curricular criteria. We also began discussing the various 
data pertaining to course offerings, enrollments, and distribution of faculty 
resources in the light of the emerging criteria. At the same time , we 
deliberated on several alternatives proposed by individual faculty members, 
proposals which suggested less permanent approaches than discont inu ation for 
half of the eight reductions - through a College -wide voluntary l eave program. 
While appealing from the standpoint of avoiding the permanent elimination of 
positions, these suggestions foundered on the inherent randomness of such an 
approach from the standpoint of curriculum and year-to-year schedu ling, and 
were thus held in abeyance pending our extensive ana lysis of the overa ll 
College program. 

The series of discussions follo wi ng this first phase of evo lving criteria and 
data-gathering moved directly to the intensive discussion of spec ific 
divisions and disciplines. We became aware that the mix of criteria was very 
fluid, arising in very different articulations as we examined parti cular areas 
of the College's educational program. Because small divisions like Dance and 
Drama could not endure extensive reductions with out sacrificing their 
programmatic integrity, large divisions would have to bear a greate r burden of 
retren chment. Large divisions' programmatic integrity often was strongly 
associated with the presence of more than one practitioner in a discipli ne, 
while, for medium and small divisions, reductions in faculty resources would 
often necessitate the discontinuation of a discipline. Some div i sions had 
many retirements in the ne ar future, providing the prospect of an internal 
accommodation to reduced resources. Other divisions had little or no such 
curricular maneuvering room. As we examined particular disciplines , our 
variou s educational ideals - concentrated by discussions with Academic Council 
and SEPC - flowed into the mix of criteria. We contended with issues of 
presumptive tenure and contractual obligations, as well. 

Our specific decisions similarly emerged gradually. Individua l members of the 
Steering Committee continued to meet with individual faculty members and , in 
one instance, with a division, seeking to discover voluntary individual 
decisions which could provide potential areas of convergence. Our internal 
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method was a r eiterative polling, meeting after meet ing, of the committee 
membersh i p, each of us defending a li st of reductions, each pushi ng the others 
toward the required eight . 

DANCE DIVISION 

The Dance Division (6 1/ 8 faculty) provided the first definite red uction of 
one position through a combinat i on of voluntary reductions of 1/ 4 pos ition 
each by Tony Carruthers, Martha Wittman, and Susan Sgorbati with t he 
discontinuation of a support staff position in Audio/Video, whic h the Division 
had been considering for some time. In the new definition of Tony Carruthers' 
position, many of the functions of the discontinued support staff will be 
incorporated into a curricular offering in Video. This leaves a t otal of 
5 1/ 8. 

DRAMA DIVISION 

The Drama Division (5 5/ 8 faculty) was exempt from faculty reductio ns due to 
the strong convergence of large enrollments with a very small numbe r of 
faculty positions. The Steering Committee discussed a possible red uction of 
one-half a position in Acti ng, si nce there was a possibility of a voluntary 
r eduction, but concluded that if such a vacancy occurred, it wou l d have to be 
replaced. This leaves a total of 5 5/ 8. 

VISUAL ARTS 

The Visual Arts Division (10 faculty) presented the du al problem of vigorous 
enrollments and a proliferation of one-person disciplines , so extens ive cuts 
would eventuate in the eli mination of ongoing activities and the curtailment 
of the major in Visual Arts. The growth of the Divisions's MFA prog ram 
further argued for limiting reductions. At the same time , the fragmentation 
of positions in the Art Division seemed to indicate that bits and pi eces of 
positions might be discontinued without significant educational harm. Since 
present vacancies in Sculpture (1), Art History (3/ 4), Photography (1/4), and 
Architecture (1 / 4) provide considerable maneuvering room without di sc ussing 
individual faculty members , the Art Division will determine the app roach to 
reducing its faculty by one-half position in the forthcoming weeks . This 
leaves a total of 9 1/2. 

NATURAL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 

Analysis of enrollment patterns and equity suggested that the Natu r al Sciences 
and Mathematics Division (8 faculty) should be reduced by one pos ition, though 
the Steer i ng Committee was deeply concerned about the impact of any cut on the 
Division ' s programmatic integrity on both the und ergraduate and post-
baccal aureate level. We raised questions about the need for three biologists, 
concluding again that the Division ' s original arguments remained pers uasive. 
Rein van der Linde ' s intention to retire by Fall, 1994 afforded a vac ancy in 
Mathematics. Informal discussions with members of the Division and the 
Steering Committee's own deliberations led to a sense that the curri cular gap 
left by the discontinuation of one of the two position s in Mathemat i cs could 
be addressed in the coming years. While some members of the Divis i on are 
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capable of offering introductory level Mathematics courses, that i s a 
compromised solution both for science and for mathematics. The Di vi s ion, 
while committed to fulfilling the mandate of one cut, is still wres tling with 
finding the optimal resolution. This leaves a total of 7. 

MUSIC DIVISION 

In the Music Division (9 3/ 4 faculty), the Steering Committee's awar eness of 
the prior reduction caused by Gunnar Schonbeck's retirement was an additional 
element in our deliberations. The general enrollment data urged t he eventual 
cut of one position, while our desire to maintain the Division ' s commitment to 
the individual student- musician ' s relationship with individual fac ulty -
musician argued against any further cuts. We debated whether to fo llow the 
advice of the Music Division's SEPC representatives to reduce the commitment 
in Composition or to locate the reductions in Instrumental teaching , 
concluding that the deepest creative ideals of the Music Divis i on would be 
best served by discontinui ng 1/ 2 position on the Instrumental side , in Piano 
and Voice, available as a result of retirements by Willie Finckel and Frank 
Baker respectively. This l ea ves a total of 8 3/ 4. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

The most contentious and passionate discussions arose over the red uctions in 
the Division of Social Sciences (14 faculty). Before arriving at a decision 
to eliminate two-and -one -half positions, the Steering Committee cons idered the 
complete elimination of the teaching of Economics and the reductio n of a range 
of Social Science disciplines to one person. We were initially confronted in 
the Social Sciences with the most extensive landscape of natural at trition: 
two positions in both Histo ry and Psychology and a possible posit i on in 
Anthropology would become available during the next several years. We were 
also cognizant of an overall pattern of di minished enrollments as well as 
concentrations of quite small enrollments in specific areas. 

The first decision to reduce the commitment in Psychology was a more or less 
obvious one: though enrollments are relatively vigorous, it was diff i cult to 
argue for three positions in Psychology at a time when other discip lines were 
reduced to single faculty members; moreover , during Ron Cohen ' s se rvi ce as 
Dean of the Faculty, the Psychology discipline had been sustained by fewer 
than three faculty positions. The second reduction of one position in History 
was , by far , the most difficult to rationalize. Though enrollments in History 
have not been particularly strong in recent years, there was a co nvi ction in 
the Steering Committee that the teaching of History was essential to the 
liberal arts ideal and that History had the special potential of se rving as a 
truly synthesizing force in the College's educational program. To avoid the 
discontinuation of either History position, we examined other disc i plines in 
the Division , placing special emphasis on Economics, where enrollment s were 
small and the recent history of unreplaced faculty leaves suggested t hat the 
discipline could be sustained by one faculty member. Here our conclu s ion was 
strongly influenced by the fact that two tenured faculty members occ upied the 
positions in Economics. After consulting with Michael Rock and And rew Pienkos 
about their plans for the near future, the Committee understood that no 
voluntary convergence would be developed. The proposal to eliminate Economics 
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foundered on our acceptance of its current geo-political sign i f i cance , as wel l 
as our awareness of its connections to other Divisional discipl ines. Final l y, 
and regretfully, we decided to avail ourselves of the natural att rition in 
History by reducing the Division's resources in that area by one pos ition. 

We will urge the Division of Social Sciences to address this profo und 
curricular issue as forthcoming vacancies occur. We believe the r emaining 
half-time position in Anthropology should be dynamically allocated be tween the 
two most affected disciplines--history and psychology. In filling this 
position a strong preference was stated for hiring a person full t ime for a 
semester rather than one -half ti me for a year. This leaves a tota l of 11 1/ 2. 

LITERATURE AND LANAGUAGE 

Our decision to reduce the size of the Division of Languages and Li te rature 
(15 faculty) by two positions was based primarily on its size and i ts 
curricular homogeneity relative to other divisions. One position was achieved 
by the discontinuation of the vacancy created by Claude Fredericks ' 
retirement. Though we were troubled by the loss of resources in cl as si cal 
literature and languages , other faculty resources in this area are available. 
The division invited Neil Rappaport to provide insight into the Steering 
Committee ' s thinking and procedures and subsequently presented the St ee ring 
Committee with a proposal to accomplish the mandated two position redu ction 
through a combination of permanent individual voluntary reductions and a 
rotating leave program. The latter proposal was sufficiently vague as to give 
rise to scheduling and curricular problems: it effectively instituted a 
reduction in faculty salaries- -a strategy rejected by the Board--and it did 
not provide for the sort of permanent reductions which constituted our 
mandate. At the same time , the Steering Committee was informed of Phebe Chao
and Sandra Dunn ' s interest in moving from a full -time to a half-t ime status in 
the College. After assuring ourselves that both individuals were ac ting 
voluntarily during this resolution, we discussed the discontinuat i on of the 
vacated partial positions , concluding that the loss would be tole r able. We 
were, nonetheless, acutely aware of the implication that the reduct ion in the 
Spanish program would inhibit the development of an abroad program as well as 
the growth of the discipline on campus; we were also cognizant of t he 
sacrifice of Phebe Chao ' s extensive thesis tutorial work with Sen i or 
Literature majors, in addition to her course offerings. This leaves a total 
of 13. 

The Steering Committee arrived at this series of recommendations wi t hout ever 
reaching the point at which the FPRC's grievance role came into co nf lict with 
the committee ' s procedures, though there were at least several mome nts when 
FPRC members signalled that the discussion was moving dangerously in t o 
inadmissable areas. In each such instance , we found another line of discourse 
through which we could proceed. Since the Steering Committee never took any 
coercive action vis-a-vis individual faculty nor engaged in any de liberations 
which pertained to individual ' s performance, political activities , character 
or other impermissible concerns, it was not necessary for the membe r s of FPRC 
to withdraw nor for grievance procedures to be undertaken. 
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The task ahead for the Faculty is profoundly challenging. This r educti on of 
eight positions has an inevitably negative impact on the College ' s educational 
program. The Steering Committee ' s ability to maintain collegia l mora l e 
through its application of the principle of convergence may be a mitigat ing 
factor, but new approaches to old educational problems must be unde rtaken in 
the context of constrained resources. The gaps in the educational progr am 
must be addressed through a commitment to curricular development in whi ch, 
i nstead of creating new positions , the ind i vidual resources of pr esent and new 
faculty membe r s must be more f ully mobilized. 
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APPEND IX 

General Guidelines 

I. Steering Committee members will avoid discussing individual 
faculty members' performance, character, personality, or othe r 
impermissible concerns 

II. The President, the Dean of the Faculty, and the Vice Presiden t of 
Finance endeavor to negotiate retirement arrangements with all 
faculty members volunteering to retire or reaching mandatory 
retirement; all eligible faculty members should be routinely 
contacted and all possible incentives to a voluntary act ion 
should be offered 

III. The Steering Committee will collaborate with the Academic Co un cil 
in the identification of curricular criteria for faculty 
reductions 

IV. SEPC and other organs of student governance will also contribut e 
curricular plans vis -a-vis the reduc ed faculty size 

V. With curricular conce rns as the essential guiding factor, the 
Steering Committee will decide which natural vacancies in the 
faculty (retirements, voluntary reductions, and vacant positions ) 
will be discontinued 

VI. Discussion of alternative approaches to the rema1n1ng reductio ns 
(with FPRC present) whi ch do not have an impact on individual 
faculty members will be undertaken 

VII. All Steering Committee discussions pertaining to individual 
faculty members will be undertaken by the FPC members of the 
Steering Committee in chambers, with the President ex -officio as 
a non-voting member 

A. To the fullest extent possible the FPC will be gove rned 
by the normal rul es of discourse, evidence , and 
decision -making which prevail in faculty reviews, 
including, but not limited to, confidentiality, access 
to personnel files, authority to interview any member 
of the faculty in the course of its deliberation of an 
individu al position, disclosure of conflicts of interest 
by individual FPC members, and scrupulous avoidance of 
impermissi ble standards; proper areas for considerat ion 
of an individual faculty member include "competence in 
his/ her field, professional activity, and teaching 
ability; responsiveness to student needs and interests, 
and contribution to working committees and other aspec ts 
of community life ... " (Faculty Handbook, 9.42, page 37) 
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B. The FPC will utilize relev ant evidence from th e most 
recent personn el consideration of an individu al faculty 
member (last FPC review or material gathered during the 
candidacy of individuals never previously r evi ewed by 
FPC), including interviewing former FPC members who may 
have served during an individual's last revi ew 

C. It is understood that FPC may have to apply these 
standards to the difficult task of judging the relative 
value of one indi vidual faculty member measured against 
the qualities of another 

VIII. Termination of continuous tenure contracts, or of probationary 
contracts before the end of the term, may only be r ecommended 
with the provision that the Board formally declare a state of 
financial exigency and postpone the relev ant personnel 
decision(s) until due process has been accorded to affected 
faculty members 

FPRC's Steering Committee Role 

I. Full participation in establishing procedures and criteria by 
which the Board ' s mandate is to be carried out 

II. Participation in data -gathering process limit ed to areas no t 
pertaining to individual faculty positions i. e . overall 
curricular ideals, large patterns of enrollment, etc.; spec i al 
emphasis should be gi ven by FPRC members to concerns of 
colleagues about issues relating to individual f ac ulty rights 

III. Participation in the decision -making process sh ould continue 
only so long as faculty positions are availabl e through natu r al 
or voluntary attrition, and only so long as the discussions do 
not pertain to individual faculty members , "cl ass es" of fac ulty 
members, or to other content which might be the subj ect of a 
grievance from an individual f aculty member; FPRC participat ion 
in the decision -making process includes voting rights only in 
matters of general principle 

IV. Monitor divisional discussions mandated by the St ee ring 
Committee to ensure that impermissible considerations relat ing to 
individual faculty members are excluded from the deliberation s 

V. Availability to aggrieved faculty members at two stages in t he 
process: 

A. In the preliminary stage, when faculty member s nea r 
retirement age are negotiating with the Administration , 
FPRC should be prepared to hear grievances und er the 
rubric of matters "concerning salary, assignment of 
teaching duties, . . . or on points of per son al privilege " 
(Faculty Handbook, 1.33); such grievances should be 
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e. If an individual faculty member's grievance 
is upheld by FPRC, it reports its findings 
to the Steering Committee, whi ch , after 
correcting the viol ation, reconsiders 
its decision 

C. If the Steering Committee recommends "the termination of an 
appointment with continuous tenure, or of a probationary or 
special appointment before the end of the specified term," 
FPRC conducts hearings, with the faculty members on the 
Steering Committee participating, on the existence of 
financial exigency 

1. AAUP: the burden of proof lies with the Administra-
tion. 

2. Steering Committee investigation of the grievance 
can include access to College budgetary informa-
tion at as high a level of detail as possible; the 
Faculty Budget Committee and the Vice President of 
Finance would normally be asked to testify about 
the College's economic state 

3. In the event the Administration fails to prove 
financial exigency, the Steering Committee will 
report its finding to the Board of Trustees with 
a recommendation of austerity measure s sufficient 
to maintain the College's financial balance 

D. Once grievances are resolved, the FPRC joins the full Steering 
Committee in a formal vote endorsing the package of decisions. 
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